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ABSTRACT 

The propagation of  an interfacial  crack front  through a  weak plane  of  a transparent Plexiglas block has  
been studied  experimentally.   A  stable   crack in  mode I  was   generated  by loading  the system  by  an  
imposed  displacement.  The  local velocities  of the  fracture  front  line  have  been  measured  by  using  
an  high  speed  CCD  camera.  The  distribution of the  velocities  exhibits  a power  law  behavior   for  
velocities  larger  than the  average  front  velocity <v>  with  a  crossover  to a  slowly increasing 
function for  velocities  lower  than  <v>.   The fluctuations in the velocities   reflect  an underlying  
irregular  bursts  activity with  a power law  distribution  of the  bursts. We  further  found  that the size of 
the  local bursts scales differently   in the  direction parallel to  and  perpendicular to  the  fracture  front. 
  
 

 

1  INTRODUCTION 
The  propagation  of  a   crack  front  through  a  heterogeneous  solid   is  a   central  question  
for  numerous   mechanical  problems.    The  scaling   properties  of  the   morphology  of  
brittle  cracks   manifest themselves through  self-affine [1-2]  long  range  correlations [1-11] 
with  a roughness  exponent   which is found  to be  very  robust  for  different  materials and  a 
broad range  of  length scales [3-9].  In order  to   shed light   on  both the  dynamics, the  
structure  and  the  “universality” [4] of  the  roughness  exponent  a  simpler   problem than the  
original 3D  one  has  been devised [10-11].  This problem  is  simpler  because the   crack  
front is   constrained  geometrically to lie  in the  plane   and  is  driven  by the  stress  field  
transmitted  through two elastic plates.  So far  most  experiments  on fracture  front  lines  have 
been focused on the   morphology  of the  fracture front  and  less  on  the  detailed  dynamic. 
Recent  experimental  studies of  the in plane fracture   problem presented  here   gave   the  
estimate of the  roughness  exponent  ζ=0.55±0.05 [10], and   was  followed  up  by  a  longer  
study  leading  to  the  estimate   ζ=0.63±0.03   [12].  A  recent  study  of the motion of  a  
helium-4  meniscus along  a  disordered  substrate - a problem related  to the motion of the  
crack  line - gave  ζ=0.56±0.03 [12]. In  contrast to the  experiments  presented  here  most  
experiments  are  performed  with instable  fractures which  exhibit  fast propagation with  a  
speed  of the order of the  speed of  sound and  a  direct  observation of the  detailed   crack  
front  line  is usually impossible.  The focus of this  work is  to  study  the  local dynamics of 
the  fracture  propagation.  The  front  has  in recent  work [13] been found  to  exhibit a 
Family-Vicksek  scaling [14] with a  roughness  exponent ζ=0.63 and  a  dynamic  exponent 
κ=1.2.   The  results  are  consistent  with  recent  quasi static  simulations [15-16] and  with an   
elastodynamic  description [17-18]. In this  work  we   went  further  on in the study of the local 
dynamics. We  show that the   movement  of the  fracture is controlled   by  local  bursts  and  
that the     velocity distribution  exhibits  a power  law  behavior  with     a  characteristic  speed   
equal the  average  front  velocity <v>.  The  dependence of the  velocity distribution on the  
rescaled  velocity v/<v>   is independent on the  average  velocity <v>  for  all  experiments  
(<v> is ranging  from 0.36µm/s   to  40µm/s).   The  burst  distribution in  space  was  further  
measured and  we  found  that  the size of the  bursts  scales  differently in  the normal and  the 
tangential  direction to the  crack  front line.    
 
 
 



2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Samples   were  made of transparent polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) which makes the 
fracture  front directly observable  because  of the transparency of the  material   [10-11].  Each  
sample  was  obtained  by annealing    two  plates   of  dimension 32cm × 14cm × 1cm  and  
34cm ×  12cm  × 0.4cm   together at 205oC.  Both  plates  were  sand  blasted  on  one  side 
with 50µm  steel  beads before the  annealing.  The  sand-blasting  procedure introduces  a  
randomness in  the  annealed  surface with  a  cutoff  in the  structure  on a length scale of  
about  50µm.  We don’t  expect correlations in the  toughness  fluctuations  above this length 
scale.  The  annealed  surface  corresponds  to  a  weak  surface  which  the  fracture  front  line  
will  propagate  along.   The 1cm  thick  plate   was  clamped  to  a  stiff aluminum frame  and  
a  normal  displacement   was applied  on boundary on the  short  side of  the  0.4 cm thick 
plate.  The  fracture  front  line  was  observed  by  a  microscope   linked  to  a  high speed  
Kodak  Motion Korder Analyzer  camera which  records up to 500 images  per  second with  a  
spatial resolution of  512×240 pixels.   The  experiment was  performed  with an average  front  
line speed ranging  from  0.36µm/s to 40µm/s. In  total   8  different  experiments  were  
performed  with 4367 images  which  gives  all together  34936 fracture  front lines to be  
analyzed. 

 
Figure 1: The  velocity  distribution P(v) as  function  of  v/<v>.  The  solid  line  represents  a  
fitting  to  all  data  for v > <v>  to  a  linear  function  and   has  a  slope  -2.67.  The   number  
inserted  in the  figure  indicates  the  average  speed <v> in µm/s.   
 



 
The  fracture  front  lines  extracted  from  the  digital images  were added to obtain  a  waiting 
time  matrix  M.   The  matrix M   has  the same  dimension as  the  images and an    initial  
value  equal to zero  for  all  its  elements. The  addition of  the front  line  to  the matrix     was   
performed  by  adding  1 to the  matrix  in the positions  corresponding  to the  front line 
positions.  This  procedure  was  done for  all  4367 images in the  experiment to  obtain the 
final waiting  time  matrix  M  for each  experiment.   The   local normal speed  of the  interface 
at the  time when the  front went  through a particular  position is  found   by the  inverse  value 
of   the  corresponding matrix element of  M multiplied by   K,  where  K is  the ratio  between 
the  linear  size of the pixel (typical 10µm) and the time   between  each  picture (typical 
0.002s). Let V  the image  matrix  representing the  local speeds.  It is important  to mention  
that the  image  recording  was  performed  so fast  that there  was  basically no  holes in the  
waiting time  matrix  M with  value  equal to zero (apart  from  below the first front  and  above 
the  last front, and  some  few  artifacts  due  to impurities in the  sample). The  V matrix allows  
to associate  to each  pixel representing the  front in each  image  an estimated  front  velocity 
v=K/m  (where m is  an integer). For  each  possible  measured  velocity v=K/m, the  
probability of  v is  estimated  as  the  occurrence number   of  this  velocity over  all pixels in 
all front  images.  
 

 
3. RESULTS 

 
The  velocity distribution  P(v)   is  shown in Fig.1  as  function of  v/<v> where <v>  is the  
average   speed  of the   fracture  front  line  for the  corresponding  experiments.   A   
satisfying   data collapse is obtained  by scaling  the   local  velocity  v with the  average  
velocity  <v>. A   power law   behavior  of the   velocity  distribution  P(v)∞ (v/<v>)-η  is  
apparent  for  velocities  larger  than <v> with a  crossover  at low velocities  to  a  slowly 
increasing function for  velocities lower than <v>. The  solid  line, obtained  from a  linear fit  
to  the  experimental data  for v/<v> >1 has  a  slope -η=-2.67±0.10.   

 
Figure 2:  The  image shows  the   distribution  of  bursts of size s  in white  for  C=10 and   an  
average   velocity <v>=29µm/s.  
 
The   power law  tail  in the  velocity  distribution  indicates a  non trivial  underlying  
dynamics.  This  dynamics  can  also be  observed  by  visual  inspection  of the  fast  video 
recording where  irregular  jumps  occur on  all  length scales.   To  analyze the  burst  activity 
we  will consider the  velocity  matrix  V.    A clipped  matrix  was   generated   from V by  
setting  the  elements  equal to one    for  v>C<v> and  zero elsewhere.   Fig. 3   shows  the   
dependence  of the  distribution  N(s) on the   connected   clusters  of  size  s in the clipped  
matrix for   different  values  of  C.   We  find    a  stable  result  for the    distribution  for a  
wide  range  of  C  values  4<C<14.   A  fit of the experimental data to  a  linear  function,  
gives   a  slope  -1.89±0.10.  Assuming  a  power law  behavior  N(s)∞s-γ this  gives  γ=1.89. As 
seen in  Fig. 2  the   typical  width of the trapped islands s  in the  direction  normal to the  front 
are  limited  by the  characteristic  width of the  fracture  front  line.  However   the  width of  
the islands l1 in the  direction parallel to  the  front  are  typical  larger  than their   width  l2  



 
Figure 3: The distribution N(s) for  different  clip levels averaged  over  all  eight  experiments.   
The  numbers inserted  in the  figure  are  the  clip levels  C.  The  solid  line is  a  linear fitting 
to  the  data  points   and  has  a slope  -1.89. 
 
normal to the  front.  Since    the    fracture  front   is    self-affine  we   want  to  check if the  
individual  clusters exhibit  the  same  scaling. Fig.4  shows  the  two distributions  n(l1)  and  
n(l2) for  different  clip  levels  C.   The  experimental data  for both  curves  are  consistent  
with  power  laws  n(l1)∞l1

-α  and  n(l2)∞l2
-β

. Linear fitting of  the  data   gives  α=2.3±0.1 and  
β=2.5±0.1 respectively.  If  in addition if  the  self  affinity of the  front  leads  to a  scaling   
relationship  l2∞l1

ζ , n(l1)dl1=n(l2)dl2  imply   the  following   scaling  law:  
 
α= ζ(β-1)+1                                                                                                                                 (1) 
 
By   using  the   fitted results   of α and  β  we   find   ζ=0.86±0.20 which is  somewhat  higher 
but  consistent  with  the  roughness  exponent  0.63 of  the  fracture  front line [11]. The size  
of an island  might  as  a  zero  order  approximation  be  written  as  s=l1l2.  Since  s,l1 and l2  
depend  on each other  we  may assume n(s)ds=n(l1)dl1=n(l2)dl2. From this  assumption follows  
the  following  scaling law  between  α,β  and  γ.  
 
  γ=(1+β ζ)/(1+ ζ)= (α+ ζ)/(1+ ζ)=(αβ-1)/(α+β-2)                                                                      (2) 
 
By using  the  measured  values of  α and  β we  find  γ=1.70±0.20.  This  value  is  consistent  
with the  value   γ=1.89±0.10  measured  directly  from  the  burst  size  distribution N(s).  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

The  fast  dynamics  at  small  scales  are  very  different  from the  apparent  dynamics at large  
scales  characterized  with a  smooth  creeping  motion.  We show  in this   work that the   



 
 
Figure 4:The upper  and  lower  curve  shows  the  distribution n(l1) and  n(l2) respectively  
averaged  aver  all  eight  experiments. The  solid  lines   are  fitting  to  a linear  curves  and  
has  slopes  -2.5  and  -2. 3 respectively. The  different  symbols  reflect  the same  clip  levels  
as the  insert in Fig. 3.  
 
dynamics  is  controlled by  an   irregular  burst  activity  with  bursts  of  size  s  on  all  length  
scales  but limited by the total  width of the  fracture   front    line.   The  bursts  activity   has  a 
power  law like  distribution  with an  exponent γ=1.89.  The  lengths l1 and l2  of  the burst  s  
parallel and  normal  to the  average  front line are  linked  through  l2∞l1

ζ with  an exponent  ζ  
consistent  with the  roughness  exponent of the fracture  front line. More experiments  is 
however  needed to be  conclusive on  this  point due  to the  uncertainty  in the  data.  The   
velocity  distribution of the  fracture  front    exhibit  a   nice  data-collapse  when plotted  as  
function of  v/<v> and  with   power  law   behavior when v><v>  with an   exponent  η=2.67.  
A correct modeling   of  this   problem  should in addition to  give  the correct   roughness  
exponent  ζ also  predict  the exponent η and  γ found in these   experiments.    
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